
Horizontal packaging machine EURO SMART 
allows to realize three-seals bags starting 
from a plain reel of thermosealing film, 
having a maximum width of 400mm. Fully 
servoassisted and equipped with Siemens 
motors, it has a contilevered construction 
on a frame in stainless steel. Its groups are 
modular and easily removable. Its compact 
dimensions and the structure on wheels 
make it very flexible and ideal to pack a wide 
range of food and non food products. EURO 
SMART can boast all options available on the 
upper level models.

Loading conveyor having 1 meter useful 
length, adjustable side guides, easily 
removable pushers. Structure in AISI 304.

4,3” color touch screen. Fix or adjustable 
forming tunnel. Easy to clean and conforming 
to FDA norms.

EURO SMART

Performances up to100 bpm
Structure fully realized in stainless steel
Siemens motorization
Compact dimensions
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Technical data
Max mechanical speed Up to 100 bpm
Reel’s max external Ø 300 mm
Reel’s max width 400 mm
Product’s max length 800mm

Packaging materials Polypropylene, metallized, 
coupled, pearled

Recipes 40
Interface 4,3” color touch screen
Electrical supply 230V, single-phase + N + G 
Installed power 3,6 kW
Structure’s material Stainless steel AISI 304
Weight ~ 400 kg

Options 
Exit conveyor
Double sealing jaw
Zig-zag or easy opening blade
Euroslot
No Product - No Bag
Sealing wheels with pneumatic opening and air blow
Pneumatic reel holder
Third pair of sealing wheels
Mirrored version
Alcohol sprayer + tank
Printer
Lowered jaws/wheels seal
Pitch change
Side gussets
Pre-heating of the first pair of wheels

       (recommended for speeds over 10m/min.)
Print centering photocell

M.C. AUTOMAZIONI s.r.l.

VIA I° MAGGIO, 22 / 52045 FOIANO DELLA - 
CHIANA - AREZZO - ITALY
Tel.: +39 0575 648858 / Fax: +39 0575 648858
info@mcautomazioni.it/ P.I. e C.F. 01830760516

SIGITASPAK s.r.l.

VIA LAGO DI VICO, 40
36015 - SCHIO VI - ITALY
Tel.: +39 0445 575613 / Fax: +39 0445 501745
info@sigitaspak.com  / P.l. e C.F. 03209010986

Pictures of packed products are not of promotional nature, 
but meant to stand as examples of different packaging 
types. Not all represented products were packed by M.C. 
Automazioni s.r.l. or by Sigitaspak s.r.l. 
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